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A795 Papers of Myer Domnitz

1 Publications

1/1 `Education and intergroup relations in a changing world from
1946 to the present': typescript and carbon

n.d. [post 1966]

1/2 `The golden lamp shines on !': typescript and carbon, with
manuscript annotations

n.d.

1/3 `A story trip through the Bible' or `A story trip through the ages':
carbon copies

n.d. [1970s]

1/4 `The voice of Jerusalem and of Babylon': typescript and carbon
copies; newspaper cutting, 1975

n.d. [post
1972], 1975

1/5 `A world of people': draft summary of contents; outlines of
projects for booklets; drafts of sections

n.d.

1/6 Typescript of chapter 16 onwards of a publication: `The story of
the first synagogue in London'; Gluckel - a good witness to her
faith'; `Israel, the master of the good name'; `The man who
always cheered up his people'; `Emma's voice of freedom in the
Golden Land'; `Moses Montefiore: champion of oppressed
people'; `A family from Russia in London's East End'; `Great
judge with prophetic vision'; Theodore Herzl (1860-1904): a
builder of Zionism, prophet of modern Israel'; `Abraham Isaac
Haa Kohen (Cohen) Kook (1868-1935): the first chief rabbi of
modern Israel'; `The devoted protector of children'; `The last
Passover in the Warsaw ghetto'; `Rabbi Leo Baeck (1873-1956)
- beloved rabbi of the concentration camp'; `Hannah the brave';
`Golda Meir (1898-1978) - Prime Minister of Israel, mother of
her people'; `Young Baruch's faith lives in the Holy Land';
`Jewish family and youth from North Africa in Paris'; `Caring
young people'

n.d.

2 Articles and lectures

2/1 `Anti-Semitism: a destroyer of humanity: typescript n.d.

2/2 `The Bible and the English speaking peoples' in the Jewish
Chronicle

17 Jun 1938

2/3 `Education for international understanding': offprint from the
Bulletin of the World Federation of Mental Health

Nov 1952

2/4 The Ghetto: typescript `Notes on Jewish people and the ghetto'
and outline of `The story of the ghetto'; typescript lectures:
`Trend towards ghetto conditions in Jewish history', `The
attitude of the non-Jews to the ghetto: the legal position of the
Jew in the Middle Ages', `The consolidation of the ghetto in
Europe', `The ghetto of Prague', `Life in the ghetto - Prague',
`The seventeenth century - break in ghetto conditions - rise of
puritanism - effect on ghetto - Holland - England', `The age of

1966-73, n.d.
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rationalism - Napoleon a potential "breaker of the ghettos" -
aftermath of French revolution in relation to the ghetto', `The
nineteenth century: the century of shattered hopes.  Modern
ghettos - the Russian pale intellectual and social ghettos'; two
typescript copies of `You are witnesses !  The destruction of the
innocent', reviews from the Jewish Chronicle, programmes one
for `You are witnesses !' and the other for `Heroes with hope' a
youth production based on Dominitz's play; `The last Passover
in the Warsaw ghetto' by Wladyslaw Pawlak from Jewish Affairs
(1966)  

2/5 Human relations: typescript of `The need to improve human
relations'; papers on permission to use quotations;
correspondence relating to publications; biographical notes;
typescript notes on world religions and good neighbourliness

1961, n.d.

2/6 Immigration: copy of `Immigration and integration: experiences
of the Anglo-Jewish community'; typescripts of `Settlers in
Great Britain from prehistory to the present an outline' and `The
peoples of Great Britain from past to present'

[1967], n.d.

2/7 Jewish life and Judaism: typescript of `Festivals of the Jewish
year (5): the festival of Purim - the Book of Esther'; typescript of
`Jewish festivals and holydays for all seasons'; typescript and
carbon of `Judaism inn world religions': notes adapted from the
Shap Working Party CSE syllabus; offprint of `The Jewish
child'; copies of `Notes on Jewish life in the Holy Land about
2000 years ago'; typescript of `Jewish map-makers and
astronomers help great voyages of discovery'; typescript of
`Some concepts of Jewish education'; typescript course on
Jewish history; typescript of `What does Judaism mean ?';
typescript of `Aspects of Judaism: with particular reference to
relationships'; journal articles: `Moses goes forth to his brothers'
translated by Jacob Neusner from the Jewish Digest (1958), `A
history of the Jews of Cyprus by Leonard Cohen, `Benjamin
Disraeli: a curious Jew' by Maurice Edelman, `The Jewish
national home: whose home ?  An historical enquiry' by Martin
Gilbert from AJA Review (1977), review of Isaac M.Wise - his
life, work and thought by James G.Heller in Jewish Affairs
(1966), `Conservative Judaism analysed' by Jonathan Sacks,
review of a report on race relations by the Secretariat on Racial
and Ethnic Relations, World Council of Churches in Common
Ground; copy of All about Israel

1958-77, n.d.

2/8 Three copies of `Inter group relations: living with our
neighbours in a changing world' from L'Eylah

1984

2/9 Copy of `Efforts of eliminating prejudice in textbooks' from
Patterns of Prejudice

1971

2/10 Picture Post Filmstrip: `The synagogue' by Domnitz;
`Background of St Paul' by H.Trevor Hughes and `Moses'

[1955], n.d.

2/11 Copy of `A search for sweetness and light' from Education 1988

2/12 Typescript of `Using stories in religious education' n.d.

2/13 Typescript and carbon of `A trip through the ages with the
wandering Jew !'

n.d.
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2/14 Three copies of `The "wanderers" of Kilburn' and an article on
Rebecca Gratz from the Jewish Chronicle magazine

Mar 1982

3 Newspaper and journal material

3/1 Newspaper and journal articles and cuttings, one in German;
notes

1933, 1961-88

3/2 Reviews of publications; lists of publications by Domnitz; flyer
for A world of people

1949-74

3/3 Adult education: the Quarterly Journal of the British Institute of
Adult Education

Jun 1948


